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All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

:1. Find the Laplace transform of f(t) =cos2f:

2. r tf((r= F(s), then 4r(iI=

t4
i g. Find the inverse Laplace tmnsform of -rr-=.I s'+9

4. Definil unit step function.

5. write Lf"(r, in terms of l,(fl f{0) and f'(0).

P.T-O.



with any

(10x1=10Mar*s)

/-\
15 Find rll----l- l.

[ (s+1)(s+2)i

16. b tf(0s(rI= 4f (r)ltls(r)]? Explain.

'r7. Solve y'+y'-6y =o, y(O) = 1, y'(0) = 1.

18 Find the convolution of t and e-'.
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I

t

Il
L

19. Wdte down the Euler formulae for calculating the Fourier coefficients of function
f(x\ of penod 2r .

20. Ffnd the Fourier series of f(x) = x fq O <x <2r.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26

(8x2=16tladG)

Answer any.six questions. Each question canies 4 marks-

27. Find the Laplace transform of the tunction ,t l = {'! "^ .

[0,r<2

28. Find the inverse transform of (3s- 137) / (s2 + 2s+ 40il.

29.

30.

N - 1295



31.

52. -. [1 o<xca
Find Fourier cosine transform of f(x)=] - --' --

" [0 x>a

/a\
Discuss the Fourier series representation of f(x)=sinl -l in O<x<1 treating

\ x,/

f(x) as a periodic tunction with period 1.

55

(o for -2< x <o
Expand the function defined by f(x)={ - - -- 

-"--- 
as a Fourier series' ' ' |.x for 0<x<2

on l-?^21.

. For the function f(x) = O when x<- L,x > 1t and f(x) = -1 il - r <x <O and 1

lorO<x<r.

(b) What will be Uie value of the integnal at x=-.2.

36. Show that the Fourier transform isa linear operator-

(a
'sz. Express f(i=1, if o<x<tt asa Fourier sine integral.

[0 if x>r

38. Find Fourier cosine transform of f(x)={4 
o< x ' a 

.' [o' x>a

(6x4=24Marks)
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(b) proverhat ffY#or=ie *

42. Find a Flurier series to represent f(x)=x-x2 in (- r, z) and hence show that

' 1.1 11,.2
r .22' 32 42 '"'- 12'

r ..
I .^43. (a) Represent f(x) = e-k (x>0, k > 0) as a Fourier cosine integral

. (b) Find the Fourier iransform of f(x), where



Obtain the half range Fourier cosine series for the function44. (a)

(b) Find a Fourier series that represents f(x) = lxl in I r,' r] and deduce that.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

fcos x.O<x<rl2f(x)={ in 10.' lO, zl2<x<,t '

)

''!
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SECTION - A

Time : 3 Hours

mark.

2. and

3..

4_

5.

Write the rotation matdx that tums all v€ctors iotho )y plane qIot|gh 9(r.

has

P.T.O.
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7. lf a4 by4 matrixA has detA=],find det(2A).
2'

' 8. 
' 

State riifrether true or false : lf det A = 0, then at least ohe of the cofiactors must' be zero.

9. The eigen values ofa projec{ion matrix are 

-
'10. Stat€ principal axis theorem.

, SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each canies 2 ma*s.

'l l. Draw the two pic*ures in two plan€s for the equations x-zy =0, x+y =gt.

t 1.1

12. Find the inner prcduct ft -z :ll-zl.
Lrl

13. Write a 2 by 2 matrix I such that A2 = - I .

3'l

,l
1) and

14.

15.

16.

17.

Desffibe the column space of the mati, , = [9 :
L1 2

Determine whether the vectors (1, 0, 0), (-1, 2,
independent.

Describe the subspace of R3 spanned by the three vectors (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0) and

1 8. Prove hat a lin€ar transformation leaves t re zero vec-tor fixed.

(2, 1, 1) are linearly

i

I

I

.i

I
I

t{ -:.r2942



' 25.

26.

19.

f i'l. I rl

Find the determinant of 'A = | 4 I [2- lclL-t

14.

l

I

I

L

t1 2 .31

20. Using the big formula, compute the determinant ot l=lS 1 Zl fom sX renns'

Lr t t)

ArB roi,\rs independent.

21.Findtheareaoftheparalle|ogamwithedgesv=(3,n.)andw=(\$-

22. suppose the penmutation p takes (1,2,3,4,5)to (5,4, 1,2,3). What does p2

do to (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)?

23. Suppose A and B have the sa[re'eigen .valu€s )4'...-ln

. independent eigen veilors x1,....rp. Shor that A=€.

24.

with the same

i'

Prove that e\rery third Fibonacci number in 0, 1, 1, 2, 3,... is even.

Prove that if ,4 = AH, tren every eige.n valu6 is real.

SECTION - C

Answer any sir questions. Each oanies 4 marfis.

27. Find a coefficient 'b' that makes the bllowing syst'em singular. Then choose a

dght haM side'g'that rnakes it solvable' Find two solutions in that singu,ar case.

28. The parabola y = a + bx + cx2 goes through the points (x y) = (1, 4), (2, 8) and

(3, 14). Find and solve a matrix equation for the unknowns (4 4 c)-

3 N - 1294



.:

. 29. Solve Lc = b to find c . Then solve Ux = c to find x.

11 ool 11 111 141

L=lr r ol, u=lo r rl"no o=lsl.-Ltrtl Lootl Lol

f,tI
1

30. Reduce to echelon form and find the rank l3
I

L5

231
't ,1.

Is8l

and Rry=o31. What are the special solutjons to Rx=0 for the given R.

fo 1 2'l

R=lo o ol..tt
10001

32. Find the range and kdmel ofL

i

T (vr,vr,v")=(v1*v2,v2 + v3, v1+ v3)

33.

34. Find x, y and z by Crame/s rule.

x-3y+z=2
3x+y+z=6
5x+y+32=3

upper triangular matrix u and @mpute

1

35. lf every row of a matrix A adds to l,
example that this dqesn't imply detA = 1 .

prcve that det(A-r) = 0. Show by an

l2 6 6
detll-1 0 0



1

38. Write out the matiix Is 'and comp ut c = e" e t e =ll

.SECTION-D.

Anslver any two questions. Eaci canies 15 marks.

39. (a) Reduce the s)xstem to upper triangular.fom ald solve by, back substitution

.lot z" y, x.

' 
2x -3Y =3
4x-5y+z=7

;2x-y+32=5.

Use Gauss Jordan method to find Ar

l2 1 1l
A=l 4 -6 ol

l-z 7 2)

What are L and D forlhe m6trix,4. What is Uin A=Lu andwhatismenew

, 0'l
t-0 1l

(P)

40. (a)

(b) compute rar-' aoonu"*n ot 
[]

5 ir - rzgl



41. (a) Find theyalueof c that makes it possible to so lve Ax=b andsolve it: -

u +v +2w =2
2u+3v-w=5

' 3u+4v+w=c -

fl 1 ol
(b) Find the dimensions of the @tumn space and row space of A = | 1 3 1 l.

L3 1 _11

.42. (a) Find the-dimensions and a basis for the four fundamental subspaces furl1 2 0 11

A=lo 1i ol.ttfr z o ll ,

(b) Check whether the mapping f :Rz -+R2 given by

T(vr,vr)=(vr+v2, y, -y2, y2) is linear.

43. Find the deteminant and compute the coJador matrix
Acl = (d6t4)/. what is A-1?

G)*.

(b) Find a suitable p such rhat rhe marrix a = [ f] is simirar to I

N - 1294
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SECT|ON - A

All the filEt ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1. Evatuate [mr1 +1) .x-'-\ n )
I

2. State true or false: A function that is continuous on a compact set K is uniformly
@ntinuous on K.

3. Define a bounded function.

4. Determine the points of discontinuity of the Dirichlel's function.

5. State Rolle's theorem.

6. State intermediate value property

7. When do you say that a fundion is differentiable on an interval?

P.T.O.



8. State true or false:.lf f is differentiable
then fis continuous.

9. Define lower integral of a function f.

3'10. Compute J[x] dx, wnere txl denotes the greatest inteqer ftinction.
o 

aECTroN - B

Answer ani eiqht questions. Each question canies 2 marks.

' |x-d
11. Show that the limit limr rdoesn'texist.

x-+2 X -2
12. L€t fand g be realvalued functions then prove that

fim {t(x) + s(x) }= tim (x)+ tim sk)..

13. Show that lxi is continuous everywhere.

1a. Let [x] denote the largest integer containing In x and (x) = x - [x] denote the
fuional part of x. What discontinuity do the function (x) has?

15. lf, f, g be two functions @ntinuous at a point c then the function f-g is also
continuous at c.

Show that the function f(x) = x2 is uniformly continuous on Fl, 1J.

in [ab] and f(x) = o for all xe (aD),

't6.

17. Suppose that {x,} is a Cauchy sequence in R. Prove that f(x, ) is a Cauchy
sequence where fis a uniformly continuous function.

18.

19.

20.

State Squeez theorem.

tinuous function need not be difterentiable.Giye an erGmple to show that con

lf fis differentable in (a,b)and f'(x) >0 for all x e (a,b), show that fis
monotonically increasing.

21. 
. 
Suppose fand g are defined oh [a, bl and are clifferential atapointxe[a,b].
Pro\rethat f +g is differentiable.

2 t'l - 1285



21.

26.

22.

23.

.bb
show that f tdx <.ltax.

aa

Show that rhe tunction f(x)

continuous o,nly at x = O.

defined on R by
I x if x is irrational

flxl = 4 is
[- x if x is rational

tor x ela,bl, prove that

f'(a)< t < r(o) tren

D) and f attains

then

a

25.

30.

31.

32.

lf Pl and P2 are any two partitions of [a, b] ,ttren l(f,4) < u(t,pr).

lf a tundion f is integrable on [a,o] and m < f(x) < M
b

m(o-al<lr <u(o-a).
a

lf f is a real differentiable function on [a,0] and suppose

prove that there is a point x e (a, b) such that f(x): I .

State and prove extreme vafue theorem.

irove that if f is differentiable on an open intewal in (a,

maximum value at sorne point c in (i, b), then f'(c) = 0.

3

bb
lr ax < lv dx.
aa

SECTION - C

AnswBr any six questions. Each question canies 4 marks.
' /.\

27. Show that lim sinl -1 I does not exist..rro (x./

Assume fand g are defined on dl of R and that lim f(x) = g and lim S(r) = ..x-+p x 4q

Give an example to show that it may not be fue that lim g (f(x) = r.' x1p

Sholy that if fand g aro t*runded and integrable on [a,b] such that f < g

Pmve that a function which is continuous on a closed interval is uniformly
conlinuous on lhat interval.

N - ,t285



1 t.t
33. Show that t tax = :: where f(x) = 5x + 3 .i2'
u. lf g:A+R js differentiable on.an interval A and satisfies g'(x)=O for all

x e A, then prove that g(x) = k for some constant k e R .

35. Prove that a continuous function in a closed interval is integrable in that interval.

36. Prove thal if f is monotonic in [a,b] then fis integrable in [a,-o].

37. lf fis bouhded and integrable in [a, D], prove that lhere exists a number ll lying
.b

between a and b such that If(x)ax= p(b-a\.'- 
: 

v'- rs

38. Assume f is integrable tunction on the interval [a,o], men show thht lfl is also '

Ir I b

intesrable and lJ rl . I lrl.l, I ."
SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question canies 15 marks.

39. State and prove intermediate value theorem. ls the converce true? Justify.

40, Defne LipschiE functions. Show that every LipschiE function is -lniformly
@ntinuous. ls the converse statemenl true? Justiry.

41. State and prove chain rule for differentiation.

42. (a) State and prove Mean value theorem.

(b). Prove that if f is continuous in Ia, bl, then f is integrable in [a, D].

is. t f :[ab] + n is bounded, and fis integrable on.[c,O] tor ali c e (40), tnen

prove that fis integrableon [a;b].

,14. State and prove fundarnental theorem of calculus.

+, N - 1285
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8.

9.

10,

(10x1=l0Marks)
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'11.

12.

13.

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Eaci canies 2 marks.

lf a is an element in a ring R, then prove that a0 = 0a = 0

Prove that if a ring element has a rnultiplicative inverse,.then it is unique. '

Leta, D and c belong to an integral domain. Prove that if a+0 and aD=ac, then
a-^

ShOw that 0 is the only nilpotent element in an integral domain-

Prove that the ideal (x2 + 1) is maximal in RIxl.\/

1 6. PrDve that the only ideals of a field F are {0} and F itself.

14

'r5.

17

.18.

Detemirp alt ring homomorphisms from z to z.

Find a polynomial with integer coefficienfs that has 
= 

*O ] are zeros.23
Give an example of a field that properly iEntains thefeld of complex numbers c.

Let F be a field and let a be a. non zero dement of F. Show that if f,(x+a) is
Ineducible over F, then f(x) is ineducible over F.

Consbuct a field of o'd,et 25.

191

20.

21.

22. Find the kemel of the dng hbmomorphism 9 ,fiom R{!l onto c given by
f(x) -+ f (,).

23. Prove that in an:integral domain, every prime iS irqducible.

24. Sholn that zlxl is not a principal ldeaf domain.

25. Find gandrin zlil such that 3-0i=(2+5i)q+r andd(r)<d(2+5i)...

26. Show thattur any non triMal ideal Iof zlil, zlil . - ...--:: ts tnlle-'I

(8x2=16Mgrks)

N - 129'l2



27.

28.

. SECTION - C
.l

Answer any six questions. Each canies 4 marks.

Let R be a ring. Prove lhdt a2 - b2 = (a + b) (a - b)v a, b e R ..rt and.only if R is
commutativ€. 

. 
, 

,

Let R be a ring with unity 1. Shor/ that if t has.ord€r n under addition, then the
characterislic of R is ,.

29.. Show that a finite commutative ring with no zero divisors and at least two
elements has a unity.

30, Find all soluuons of the equation x3 -2x2 -3=O in 42.

31. Leti bea ring homomorphismfrom a ring Rtoa dngs. LetA be a subring of R.
Prove that if A is an ideal and (, is onto S, then p(A) is an ideal.

u.

32. Let F be a fietd. tt t(x)e Flxl and d€gf(x) is 2 or 3, then prove that f(x)
reducible over F if and only if f(x) has a zeK, in F. .

33. Find the quotient and remainder upon dividing tlx)=3ya a*t *2rz*,
9$)= x2 +4x+2, where f1x1 and g(x) belong to z5(x).

Chect whether f (x)=l1f -3r! *2x+9 is an ineducjble polynomial over e.

Show thal 7 is i.reducible in the ring z :51.

Prove that every Euclidean Domain is an Prlncipal ldeal Domain.

frove. 
ffrat in a PlD, any strictly increasing chain of ideals /, c/. c... must be

finlte in length.

Let.D be a Euclidean Domain with measure d. Show that il a and b ae
associates in D, th en d (a) + d (b).

(6x4c24.t$ad<s).

. N - 1291
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35.

36.

97.

38.



39. (a)

41.

42..

43.

40.

44.

N - 129r.4
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. PART _'A

Answer all questions. Each question canies 1 mark.

1. When does a complex series diverge?

2. Define Uniform Convergence of a,series of lunctions. '

3. Explain the term: Cauchy sequence.

4. Define a zero of order m for a function f.

5. What is the formula for

Res(f:zo) ,, 44=#, where e(z) and (z) are analvtic al 4

and Q has a simple pole at zo, while P(26) + o.

6. Define lmproper integral over (- -,0)of a continuous functiori (x).

P.T.O.



7.

8.

9.

10.

15.

16.

PART-B

Answer any eight queslions. Each question canies 2 mafts.

a
11. Prove that 1+c+c2 +ct +-.-=-l- for]d<1

1-c
12. Find the Maclaurin series for cos z.

13. Hou/ can we obtaln the Taylor series of &, if fand g are two analytic functions?

14. State a necessary and suffcient condition for the convergence of a sequence of
complex numbers.

(10x1=l0Marks)

Explain the term: Laurent Series

State the ne@ssary and sufficient condition for an analytjc function
pole of order m at zo.

State the Picard's Theorem.

Define of a residire of a function with an example.

to have a

17.

18.

22.

23.

21.

I
'19. Find the residue at z = O of t(z)= 2s, using Laurent series.

20. Find the resid ue at z = -3i ot t(4= ?1^ .. " z'+9

Evaluate p.v. Jx3dx. .

Give the statement of Jordan's Lemma.

ls f(i)=22 being locally one to one on

2

of 0? Justify your

' N-1288
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PART - C

Answer any six questioils. Each question caries 4 marks_.

27. State the Ratio test and show ih 
^t ,7,+ @nverges.

zS. lt f(z) is analytic at zo, how can we find the Taylor series of f'(z). Using this

result, find the Taylor series of cos z fro ^ lh"l of , =2' *''
- 

j-t@i-i'

29. Prove that the uniform limit of a sequence of analytic functions defined on a
simply connec{ed domain is also analfiic.

30. Classiry the zeros and singularities of hnz 
.

31. What do you mean by extended complex plane? Classifi the behaviour at co of
f,z\ =h 

+1 
.' ' z-1

32. Find the residues at earch singulaity ot \z) = qose6 2.

33. State and prove Cauchy Residue Theorem.

lo I ,
34. Prove rhar if f (r)l< M(,) on a<r<O rhen ll(4d,1<lM()* wnere {f) and M(0I: I ;

are continuous function defined on [a, bl, with f complex and Mrealvalued.

35. Find the integral of sIx 
over (0,.).

36. Prove that if (z) is analytic at zo, then there is an open disk p centred at zo such
that f is one to one on D.

l

3 N-1288



37.

38.

transformalion that maps the

Mobius

39. Define Taylor Series of f(z) around4. Prove that if

lr-Al.n there exists a Taylor Series which converges
disk.

40. Find The Laurent seies expansioi A flz) = 6:fui in

(6x4=24Marks)

(z) is analytic in the
to (z).for all z in this

{a) The region pf<t
(b) The region I < Pl < 2

(c) Theregionfi>2.

41. Define different singularities of a complex function with examples. Veriry the
examples with defi nition.

42. (a) Prove that, if f(z) hasa pole of order rn at zo, then

Res(r : 4)= tim,-.. h#k - aY,Al

(b) Using the result find the residue at z = 0 of 44= -ffi .

- z \z-E)

x-1
43. Evaluate I ' ae-t-2-ffie

.,14. (a) Prove that if (z) is analytic at zo and f(4)+o then (z) is conformal atzo.

(b) Find alt Mobius transformdtions lhat map unit disks into unit disks.
(2x15=30 arks)

N - 12884
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SECTIOM. I

Answer all the questions. Each question canies I

1. Define a graph

2. Draw a complete graph on 6 vertices.

3.. Define a bipartite graph.

4. Define adiacency mairix of a graph.

5. State Cayley Theorem.

6. Define cut ve(ex of a graPh.

7. Define an Eulerian graph.

8. Give an example for.a polyhedral graph.

I

P.T.O.



sEcTloN - [

Answerany eight questions. Each question carfies 2 marks

11. Gi\re 2 drawings of lG,3which are isomorphic.

12. Define a regular graph. Give one €xample.

13. Define an edge deletdd subgraph. Give an example.

14. Define a aee. Draw all non-isomorphic trees with 5 vertices.

'15. Write a{G) for a mnnected and disconnected graph.

"16. Let G be a @nnectbd graph. lf every edge of G is.a hidge, th;n prove that G is.a
tree.

Define a b,ridge. Give an example.

Eplain Koriigsberg Bddge. Problem.

Explain Chinese Postman Probkem in graph theorctical terms.

17.

J8.

19.

20.

21-

22. planar . .

.23.

l,l - 12982



24. Draw a connecied plane graptl and veriry Eulefs Formula for the graph.

sEcTtoN - [l

Answer ani six questions. Each question canies 4 marks

(8x2=16Marksl

27. State and prove first theorcm on Graph theoryr 
:

' 29. 'Define (a) eccentricity of a vertex (b) radius of a graph (c) diamder of a graph

- (d) Find the radius and diametbr of lhe Peterson Graph

29. Prove that every u-v walk contains a u-v path tor any 2 vertices. u and v of a
sEph G.

30. Let G be a graph with n vertices v1v2,.-vland let A denotes the adjacency
matrix of G with respect to the listing of iertices. Let k be any positive integer and
let Ar denote the matrix multiplicatrbn of k copies of A. Prove that the (ij)s entry
o{ A* iS the number of different v, - viwalks in G of lenglh k,

31. Let G be a graph with.r>2 vertices. Then prove that G has at least 2 vertices
which are noi cut verticis.

32. lf a gra.ph G is.connected, then prove tiat it haq a spa!1ing kee.:

33. 
_ 
Prove that a simple graph is Hamiltonian if and or{y if its closure is Hamiltonian. .

34. Prove that G is non planar.

35. Let G be.a connected siinple ptanar graph with n>3 vertices and e edges,
Prove that €<3n-6.

36. L€t P be a convex polyhedrorr and G be its coresporiding polyhedral grap!.
Prove that P and so the graph G has al least one face bounded by a cycle of
Ienglhn for either n = 3,4 or 5.

37. Explain Travelling salesman Prou6m

38. Prove that a,connected..graph has ari Euler bail if and ooly if it has.at most two
. odd vertices.

(6x4=24Uarki)
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'40.

.41.

(b) Prove that an edge e of a graph G is a bridge if and only if e is riot any part
of any cycle in G.

State and Prove Whitney's Theorem.

Let G be a non-empty connected graph with at least 2 vertices. Prove that G is
bipartite if and only ff G contains no odd cycle.

Prove thai a connected graph is Euler if and only if degree of every vertex is
even-

N-1298'4


